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Lincoln Line is the official magazine of Lincoln College. 
It provides news and information about the College 
to alumni, students, parents and the broader Lincoln 
community. Lincoln Line is published bi-annually in 
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SAVE
THE DATE
September 2019 | 1983-92 Reunion Dinner  
If you attended Lincoln during 1983-92 
please make sure we have your most up 
to date contact details. You can do this 
online lincoln.edu.au/alumni/update/ or 
alternatively, please call us at College Central 
on 08 8290 6000.

October 2019 | Singapore-Malaysia Reunion  
More details to be updated soon. Please 
email for updates or any queries at College 
Central on +61 8290 6000.

September 2020 | Homecoming  
The Lincoln Reunion will bring you back 
together with fellow students and mates 
(past and present) to relive your college 
days, in an evening to remember. Spread 
the word to help maintain a connection with 
graduates, cementing your lifetime bond with 
fellow students, your experiences and your 
educational heritage.

LincolnLine
Today, Lincoln College is a 
thriving university college 
offering places to some two 
hundred students enrolled at 
Adelaide’s three universities. It 
is an exciting tertiary residential 
community offering the best 
support for students studying at 
a tertiary level.



Dear Lincoln Alumni, 

I am now nearly two years into my time as 
Head of College at Lincoln.  I am very proud to 
say that during this time Lincoln College has 
returned to growth, and will continue to grow 
well into the future.  The first half 2019 has 
been extremely successful for Lincoln, with 
an increase in students staying at college, and 
increased engagement from Alumni visiting and 
contributing back to the Lincoln community.  

None of this would be possible without the 
hard work from the College Board, who 
continue to guide and build Lincoln into a 
living-learning centre of excellence.  I would 
also like to acknowledge this year’s Academic 
Tutors, Residential Advisors and College Club, 
who all work tirelessly to bring the vibrancy 
and depth to the community that makes it 
such a wonderful place to live and learn. Also, 
a note of thanks to the dedicated Alumni, who 
are always dropping by to share stories and 
mentor current residents.  

It is because of the strong support, co-
operation and trust from all these individuals 
that we are now seeing Lincoln College, with 
its rich heritage, gain strength and grow in 
today’s competitive environment. I genuinely 
look forward to providing the stewardship 
this college needs, allowing Lincoln to stay 
true to its roots and provide a lighthouse 
model for how colleges can benefit society.  

Our Head of College, Dr Paul Tosch, and Dean, Dr Jordan 
Bell, were pleased to attend the graduation ceremony for 
25 young people completing the Karnkanthi Indigenous 
Education program for Yr 12 students in November. It was 
a great opportunity to show our support for Wirltu Yarlu 
Aboriginal Education and The University of Adelaide. It 
was also lovely to re-connect with Lincoln alumna Mai-Sie 
Crawford-Owers who works at Wirltu Yarlu now.
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It is my belief that as contemporary society 
becomes more disconnected, colleges will 
play an ever-increasing role in developing 
supportive communities, which value and 
foster human connection and development. 
This is something that Lincoln College has 
always done exceptionally well since 1952, 
and this is why it holds such a special place in 
all our hearts. 

Let me close with the hope that 2019 will continue 
to be a milestone in Lincoln’s long history, I’m 
confident that our journey has just begun! 

Thank you once again, warm regards.  
 
Dr Paul Tosch B.Sc (Hons) PhD MAICD 
Head of College and CEO 



Community at the heart  
of Lincoln 
This is my twelfth year as Dean at Lincoln, and in 
the time I’ve been here I’ve seen many different 
ways that our community defines itself as a very 
caring College. Being part of an active living-
learning community like Lincoln automatically 
gives you access to a whole range of charitable 
opportunities and activities that you might not 
otherwise have taken part in:

- Residents have raised money for  
 charity by shaving their heads, hosting  
 afternoon tea, attending Girls and Boys  
 Night In, being sponsored to ride/swim/ 
 walk, or just live on $2 a day for a week

- Residents have attended tree-planting  
 days, blood donation drives, charity car  
 washes, refugee centre cleaning events,  
 or meal- packing sessions with Freedom  
 From Hunger

- Student leaders take part in Physical  
 First Aid, Fire Safety, and Mental Health  
 First Aid training, so they have the skills  
 to step up and help out in a crisis

- Residents take the lead to coordinate  
 social and sporting activities from 5  
 people to 500 people

It’s always really clear to me that our residents 
are motivated by a sense of care for those 
around them, and it’s fantastic to see.

This deep sense of care is also evident in the 
way that our alumni give back to the College. 
From sharing their time with us and building 
connections with the residents through 
networking panels and mentoring, to sharing 
their resources through donations and gifts to 
the College, it’s clear that our alumni hold a deep 
sense of gratitude to Lincoln. One of my favourite 
parts of this job is taking alumni on tours of 
Lincoln as it is today, and hearing their stories 

EXPANDING HORIZONS 
BEYOND LINCOLN

about what’s changed. They invariably comment 
that Lincoln still has the same “feeling” about it.

This “feeling”, of course, is “community”. It is 
built up by the little events that come together 
as traditions, whether for one year or ten: 
Disney Club, Hot Chocolate Nights at the Firepit, 
Running Club, Stag Week, corridor dinners, 
Knitting Club, Yoga lessons, Art Club, and of 
course, large group sessions for whatever the 
latest “must watch TV show” is. And the “big 
night” events, with a lot of planning and effort 
put in by the student leadership teams in the 
lead-up to a fantastic evening: International 
Night, Music Night, Lincoln Ball, Open Show, 
Valedictory Dinner. These activities, large and 
small, build the fabric of our community with 
simplicity, regularity and dependability. They 
let our residents build strong bonds with those 
living around them, bonds of friendship they 
can rely on when things get tough.

Having the privilege to observe residents building 
these kinds of networks, year after year, in real 
time, has been one of the things I’ve loved most 
in my time at Lincoln. We’d love to hear your 
happiest memories of your time at Lincoln – 
please feel free to share a story and/or a photo 
by sending it in to admin@lincoln.edu.au, 
and we’ll share a selection of memories on the 
Lincoln Facebook page over the rest of the year.  
Dr Jordan Bell, Dean of Students



 
 
After speeches have concluded, all attendees 
enjoy supper and drinks in the Whitehead 
building. This offers students an opportunity to 
ask more detailed questions of the panellists. 
Students are often quite fond of entrepreneurial 
panellists, as they offer bespoke advice on 
navigating an economy that is growing ever in 
favour of highly skilled problem solvers.

If you are an alumnus of Lincoln and would be 
interested in coming back to Lincoln to speak 
to residents studying in your field, or you have 
an interesting speaker to recommend, please 
contact the Dean, Dr Jordan Bell, on  
jordan.bell@lincoln.edu.au as we are 
always keen to find new speakers for our 
networking evenings. 
 
Adrian Orenstein, ECMS Tutor 2018

Professional  
Networking sessions - 
Networking panels are events convened 
by Lincoln’s Academic Tutors, supporting 
students to meet a diverse panel of speakers 
from their industry. A typical panel hosts 
4-5 speakers, each presenting a 15 minute 
summary of their professional career. 

A recent evolution of Lincoln’s networking panel 
facilitates collaboration between the Careers 
Counsellors at The University of Adelaide and 
Lincoln College. Staff from the Adelaide Uni Careers 
Hub assist Lincoln’s Academic Tutors to find 
enthusiastic and successful early-career speakers 
through their Alumni program. Adelaide University 
students were also invited to attend the panel 
sessions as a result. Collaboration with the Hub 
began early in 2018, and the panels that used this 
approach became a college favourite throughout 
the year. We hope to build similar relationships with 
the UniSA Careers Service in 2019.  
 
The advantage of bringing speakers to 
the Lincoln community exists for both the 
panellists and residents alike. Such networking 
events offer panellists time to reflect on their 
achievements and distil their career journey 
into moments of sage advice for students. 
Students gain the benefit of experience and 
begin their networking experiences. 

THINKERS IN 
RESIDENCE
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President’s summary of 2018
2018 was a huge year for Lincoln College, and 
equally for College Club. Right out of the gate it 
quickly became clear that this was going to be 
a year of change.  We welcomed a new College 
Head and several friendly new staff, as well as a 
large and energetic group of new residents.

O’Week was as jam-packed as ever, with barely 
moment to take stock before it was all finished. 
We greeted our new residents the traditional 
way, with a barnyard dance, a scavenger hunt, 
a quiz night, a glow party and much more. As 
usual, things didn’t slow once they had begun. 
We were lucky enough to have really strong 
involvement from our Old Cols, who turned up 
in large numbers when we invited them. Then 
we had the cult classics; Lincoln Open Show, 
Lincoln Ball, Lincoln Exec Dinner. These were 
all big successes, and great opportunities for 
residents to make new memories that they can 
hold on to for life. To top off the year, we had 
our annual Valedictory Dinner, which was a great 
opportunity to farewell those leaving the College 
and look back on such a positive year. 
 
One of the big highlights for me was seeing 
residents showcase what positive college culture 
looks like, and this is reflected by what we’ve 
seen already in 2019. We have the largest group

of returning residents Lincoln has had 
for a while, and an enormous amount of 
enthusiasm by residents who want to help 
guide this community, all of which is making 
me very optimistic for the year to come.

None of these outcomes happen without the 
massive amount of work that goes on behind 
the scenes, so I would like to thank the 
support of the College Club, and in particular 
the tireless effort of the Vice President in 
2018, Bradley Slape. I would also like to thank 
the residents for giving me the opportunity 
to return to the position of President in 2019, 
something I am very excited for. 

I am certain that there are big things in store 
for Lincoln this year! 
 
Jack Agnew 
College Club President

COLLEGE CLUB 
NEWS
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COLLEGE CLUB 
NEWS

5. Thanks everyone who came to support the annual  
 charity car wash event organised by The Club Exec! 
6. September is the traditional time for Music Night 
  – in 2018, we had 13 performers including singers,  
 dancers, percussion, duets and trios, solo   
 instrumentalists and the Lincoln Band. 
7. Lights, Camera, Action! No paparazzi, please! This  
 one-of-a-kind Red Carpet theme was an amazing  
 night. The Head of College and Dean are seen all  
 dressed up with a red carpet running in the center. 
8. What an amazing turnout at the annual Lincoln  
 Ball! Thank you to our club members for your hard  
 work in planning such a lovely night!
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At Lincoln, there are some great social events that are always popular on the calendar. O’week, 
International Night, Music Night, the Lincoln Ball and Valedictory Dinner are just some of the highlights.

Images:  
1.  A place where gamers join together to play online  
 multiplayer games. Again, it was Lincoln’s very own  
 annual LAN party, which had our resident gamers  
 set up gaming till dawn! A good way to destress before  
 SWOTVAC and exams indeed
2.  Solid effort made by our SAAUCC table tennis team,  
 managing to nab second place for Lincoln!
3.  We went out with a great effort at our last SAAUCC  
 sport of the year, SAAUCC Athletics. We’ll be back  
 better and stronger for sure in 2019! 
4.  Lincolnites came to rock out to some sweet tunes  
 at Battle of The Bands and give their support as  
 always. Lincoln’s residents were in awe of the Lincoln  
 Band’s performance at Battle of the Bands;

1 2



The Tale Of A
Tireless Champion

A TRIBUTE TO 
GREGOR ALLEN RAMSEY AM
1936 - 2018

Through his Ramsey Report and his personal 
efforts, Gregor Ramsey was to redesign the 
entire tertiary college and teacher education 
sector in Australia.

HIS INSPIRATIONS WERE MANY, BUT 
ONE PARTICULARLY RELEVANT TO 
THIS NEWSPAPER WAS HIS SECTION IN 
THE SUN-ADVERTISER YOUTH TRAVEL 
SCHOLARSHIP TO THE UK. GREGOR 
WAS IN HIS LEAVING (YEAR 11) YEAR 
AT THE TIME.

The 17-year old sailed for the UK on what proved 
to be a life-changing experience, introducing a 
country boy to the many cultures of the world.

He had been born in Gawler to Allen and 
Elston and moved with his brothers Ian and 
Garrey as Allen’s teaching career took the 
family to one-teacher country schools.

Gregor took a science degree and a diploma in 
education and began teaching in high schools 
including Gawler, Clare Valley and Woodville. By 1962 
he was teaching maths and science at Darwin High, 
married to Naomi Martin and with three children.

He won a scholarship and headed with his 
family for Ohio State University in the US to 
complete a PhD in curriculum development.

Two years of American life and education 
brought a whole new set of influences into 
Gregor’s life. They lived on campus and met 
people from around the world, making friends 
that lasted a lifetime.

HE STRONGLY BELIEVED GOOD 
TEACHING HAD A HUGE IMPACT ON THE 
LIVES OF CHILDREN.

Back in Australia in 1967 Gregor worked for 
ACER, developing a national approach to 
teaching science.

In 1972 he became head of Western Teachers 
College at Wattle Park in Adelaide. There, he 
began merger talks with similar institutions 
and over the next 10 years the mergers of 
colleges led to the formation of a single South 
Australian College of Advanced Education.

Greg was installed as principal. It would later 
transform into the University of South Australia. 

Photo Credit: Fairfax Media Archives

Gregor Ramsey was Chair of the 
Lincoln Board from 2010 to 2015. He 
remained a great friend to Lincoln after 
his retirement.



Images: 
1. Gregor donated a bench to Lincoln in honor of his  
 friends Elston Olive & Allen Robert Ramsey. 
 
2. Gregor is seen at The Red Threads Art Exhibition opening.  
 He also took on many community roles, from President  
 of the Friends of the SA School of Art to Chair of Lincoln  
 College Council. 
 
3. Gregor donated to Aboriginal Flag to Lincoln in Flag  
 Raising Ceremony 2017.

Liz Wauchope worked alongside Gregor at the 
CAEs and their office romance, despite its many 
obstacles and difficulties, led to a permanent 
partnership for the rest of Gregor’s life.

They moved to Canberra in 1984 for Gregor 
to become the Commissioner of Advanced 
Education, later chair of the National Board of 
Employment, Education and Training in 1989.

Gregor next moved to Sydney to run TAFE in NSW. 
He built on his SA experiences by transforming 
the administration-heavy TAFE system with 120 
colleges in NSW to just 11 institutes.

From 1995 he and Liz turned to private 
educational consulting, and their international 
work with many countries – including Russia 
and China – led to him becoming head of 
UNESCO’s committee on vocational education.

In 2000, his Ramsey Report for the NSW 
Government was entitled Quality Matters, 
his lifelong mantra for education. He strongly 
believed good teaching had a huge impact on 
the lives of children and that teachers should 
be judged on competence rather than seniority, 
putting him at odds with the status quo.

Gregor moved on to pursue his interest in 
equity and Indigenous education, establishing 
the Desert Peoples Centre in Alice Springs. 
They returned to Adelaide in 2003 and settled 
in Grange to be at the heart of his blended two 
families, partners, children and grandchildren.

He also took on many community roles, from 
president of the Friends of the SA School of 
Art to chair of Lincoln College council. His 
campaign to reform teaching and education led 
to him creating and then leading the Australian 
Institute for Teaching and School Leadership.

He was made a Member of the Order of 
Australia (AM) in 2007. He was also made a 
Doctor of UniSA, the university he helped 
to create. He consulted for indigenous 
education until his unexpected and sudden 
death following an operation.

This tribute originally appeared in The Advertiser 
on Saturday 16 June 2018.
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE, GOOD CITIZENSHIP, 
AND CONTINUOUS CONTRIBUTION 

Helping Build the 
Leaders of Tomorrow!
Every year, Lincoln awards scholarships 
to well-deserving students on the basis 
of academic excellence, good citizenship, 
and a continuous contribution to college 
and community. Congratulations to this 
year’s scholarship recipients

Henderson Scholarship 
Alesha Hanneman, Elisha Hinge, Zachary 
Kennedy, Kienan McKay, Ashton Ballinger 

Frank Hambly Scholarship 
Piers Martin

CK Cheong Scholarship 
Roberta Davidson

Geoff Scott Scholarship 
Grace Tan 

Colombo Scholarship 
Robbi Davidson

Jubilee Scholarships 
Georgina Duncan

Andrew Smith Scholarships 
Divya Daryanani

Jane Smith Scholarships 
Toby Johnson
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CREATIVITY AT
LINCOLN
2018 Creative Writing 
Competition
In Semester one, the creative writing 
competition received 12 very strong entries 
from residents. 

Local writer Tony Duggan was the judge for 
the competition. He attended Formal Dinner 
in May to award the prizes and provided 
thoughtful feedback about the winning entries. 
 
First Prize 
Natasha Mahroof – They Don’t Tell You

Second Prize 
Meredith Dowling – Give Everything to the Gods

Third Prize 
Brianna Webber – Letters

Poetry Prize 
Maria Mohd Faiz - Wish 

Best Entry by a New Resident 
Jiawen Huang – The Child

Dean’s Prize 
Stevie Young – Poetry

2018 Annual Art 
Competition
Lincoln’s annual art competition always manages 
to unearth some amazing unknown talent in our 
residents, and this year has been no exception.

The awards for this year’s annual art competition 
were announced at Valedictory Dinner, and 
judged by George G. Aldridge, a prominent 
Adelaide artist, sculptor, cartoonist and illustrator. 
 
First Prize 
Ebony McAdam. – Faux Fur

Second Prize 
Latisha Sykora – Kaurna Night Stag

Third Prize 
Piers Martin – The Great Wave off Kanagawa 
Hokusai

Stag Prize 
Piers Martin – “You’ve ruined a book”

New Resident Prize 
Moses Lim – Stationary

Highly Commended Awards 
Brianna Webber. - Jewel in the Deep and 
Meredith Dowling - Electric City

1 2 3
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Images: 
1. Kaurna Night Stag by Latisha Skora 2. Faux Fur by Ebony McAdam 3. Electric City by Meredith Dowling
4. Jewel in the Deep By Brianna Wbber | 5. “You’ve ruined a book” by Piers Martin 



BACK TO LINCOLN FOR A 
NOSTALGIC WEEKEND

Celebrating Togetherness – 
Reunion Dinner 1973-82
A reunion dinner for the Lincoln cohort from 
1973-1982 was held in October. It was an 
intimate gathering, held in the Whitehead front 
rooms, with an amazing display of memorabilia 
and photographs provided by attendees and 
curated by staff member Emily Fox.  Speaker 
Rick Burge reminisced about old times at College 
“Most conversation is about what we’ve been 
up to since uni, the people we’ve become, the 
families we’ve formed, the jobs we’ve held, 
the chapters of our lives written and revised. 
Revisiting the Lincoln College was something that 
I really wanted to do. It was interesting, in that 
things were different but the memories were 
there.” Attendees enjoyed a return to College 
grounds, some for the first time since graduating! 
All attendees were presented with an engraved 
wineglass commemorating their time at Lincoln. 

The next reunion dinner will be for the cohort 
from 1983-1992, to be held at Lincoln College 
this year on September 21. 

An invitation will be coming out soon, so 
watch your emails, and update your contact 
details with us at lincoln.edu.au/update-
your-details/ to make sure you receive your 
invitation. 
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Images: 
Though times have changed and the campus has 
certainly changed, the spirit of Lincoln still lives on, and 
their friends are just as they remember them.

Save the date:  
1983-92 Reunion Dinner, 
Saturday 21 September 2019
We’ll be celebrating 1983-92 his year and 
John Metcalfe (alumnus 1967 – 70) has 
kindly volunteered to help us coordinate 
the event. If you attended Lincoln during 
1983-92 please make sure we have your 
most up to date contact details. You can do 
this online  
lincoln.edu.au/alumni/update/ or 
alternatively, please call us at College 
Central on (08) 8290 6000.



Who is someone you might never have 
met if you didn’t come to Lincoln?

One of my best friends is a guy I went to 
college with named Simon Vaughan. I met 
him in O’Week of my first year of college 
and we immediately became great friends. 
He grew up in Alice Springs and I grew up in 
inner-Melbourne. We’re from very different 
worlds and experiences but we shared a lot 
of similar interests and passions for all things 
nerd culture, be it video games, movies or 
Warhammer 40K memes. It wasn’t common 
to come across such a genuine, salt-of-the-
earth type of character that Simon is at the 
kind of school that I went to or the circles 
I was running in back in Melbourne in my 
youth. My friendship with Simon has had a 
profound effect on my outlook on life and 
where my personal goals and values really sit, 
in a very positive way. I was lucky enough to 
be asked to be the MC at his wedding a year 
ago and although I have since moved back to 
Melbourne, I still regularly play video games 
online with Simon and his wife Tina (who I’m 
also great friends with). I am very thankful for 
my experiences at Lincoln that have provided 
me with lifelong friends such as Simon!

What is a memory from your time at 
Lincoln that you’ll never forget?

I will never forget the first time I participated 
in the Battle of the Bands competition in my 
first year of college in 2011. I had previously 
only performed in classical music settings, 
making this new performance in front of 
some 300 drunk, sweaty and screaming 
peers an amazing, adrenaline-fuelled 
experience. I came down with the flu on the 
day of the performance and in a moment of 
poorly-considered self-medication, took a 
combination of flu meds, energy drinks and 
many shots of tequila. The fact that I was able 
to function on stage during our performance 
after ingesting all of that is still a mystery to 
me. Adrenaline is an amazing thing, I suppose. 
We came 2nd that year but I came back again 
in 2012 where we managed to win, which was 
an incredible feeling! It’s stuff like Battle of the 
Bands that make the college experience so 
unique and provide the kinds of experiences 
that really challenge people to go outside their 
comfort zone in a really awesome way!

Images: 
1. Ed MC’ing at Simon and Tina’s wedding in April 
2018 2. Simon, Tina and Ed on a recent trip to Japan 
in November 2018 3. Simon, his wife (and my friend) 
Tina, Ed and his partner Alex during our recent 
trip to Japan together in November 2018 4. Ed 
performing at a “Battle of the Bands” competition

Edward Hund, known as “Ed”, was an resident at during 
2011-14 and found is time at Lincoln to be life-changing;

MY JOURNEY 
AT LINCOLN
1
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Growing Together!
In March 2018 Dr Paul Tosch (CEO and Head of 
Lincoln College), and Roland Roccioletti (Chair 
of the Board), visited Singapore and Malaysia 
to connect with local alumni. Ngee Meng Quek 
graciously hosted an event in Kuala Lumpur 
for Lincolnites. It was fascinating to hear the 
life stories of Lincoln’s scholars from the 
1980s and 90’s. Happy memories of Dr Scott, 
engineering history, business progress, and all 
the fun that was to be had at Lincoln College 
throughout their time in Australia, were the 
main themes of the night. Paul also gave an 
update on the most recent recipients of the 
Dr Scott Memorial Scholarship, dedicated to 
new residents from Malaysia or Singapore. 
This scholarship was funded by our Malaysian 
and Singaporean alumni in honour of Dr 
Scott’s strong connection with the region. We 
would love to be able to extend the benefits of 
this scholarship to more new residents from 
the region every year, through the further 
generosity of Alumni.

We were also thrilled to be joined by the 
Sunway University Deputy Vice Chancellor 

Professor Pua Eng Chong, who discussed 
potential opportunities for Sunway students 
into South Australia. 

It was such a wonderful night connecting 
with the heritage and culture of our far flung 
alumni. International students have always 
been part of Lincoln’s life since the very 
earliest years, when the College provided a 
home for Columbo Plan students enrolled at 
the University of Adelaide. Then, and since, 
these graduates have found significant places 
in leadership in their respective countries, and 
we are so proud of the amazing achievements 
of our Malaysian and Singaporean students. 

We are coming back to Singapore and Malaysia 
this October and we’re hosting another 
round of alumni gatherings. The Singaporean 
gathering will be on Thursday Oct 3rd , and the 
Malaysian gathering will be in Kuala Lumpur 
on Friday October 4th. Contact 
admin@lincoln.edu.au to register your 
interest in attending and we will be in touch with 
more details regarding these events in August.

LINCOLN COLLEGE 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION



5.  Alumna Kay Khine Myo Min (2011-2012) was awarded  
 a University of South Australia Vice Chancellor and  
 President’s scholarship in recognition of her excellent PhD  
 research into pancreatic cancer tumour blood vessel  
 development.
6. How fantastic do the Marni Wingku t-shirts look! Designed  
 by Lincoln alumna and our inaugural Indigenous Advisor  
 Mai-Sie for Wirltu Yarlu Aboriginal Education. Great work  
 Mai-Sie!. 
7. Thanks everyone who came to the Annual New Alumni BBQ  
 on March 2018! It was definitely good seeing familiar  
 faces and also for current residents to catch up with the  
 alumni
8. Lincoln Alumna, Ms Kendra Kotz, was named a Churchill  
 Fellow for 2018. Kendra currently works as a psychologist  
 in Port Lincoln, with the Department for Education, where  
 she supports students with disability and additional needs.
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Images:  
1.  A huge gathering of #Lincolnites and their partners were
 present to see Jess Alderslade and Angus Randall wed in  
 November. Jess and Angus were at Lincoln in 2010-2012,  
 along with many of their friends;
2.  Josiah and Oscar Saunders, both Lincoln College Alumni  
 Association (2010-2015 & 2008-2010), popped in for a surprise 
 visit! Josiah is teaching ESL to primary school students in Japan,  
 and Oscar is teaching ESL in Vietnam;
3.  Dr Linda (Melinda) Cheung (2000-2002, International Rep  
 2001, President 2002) came in over the Christmas break to  
 drop off a commemorative banner signed by most of the  
 residents of College in 2001 at International Night; 
4.  Alumnus King Swee Yeo (1996-2000) visited Lincoln with  
 his wife Daphne Lim while they were in Australia for his niece’s  
 graduation. They had a tour of the College and then joined  
 previous Principal Dr Peter Gunn and his wife Margaret, for a  
 meal in the evening;

ALUMNI NEWS, 
DROP-INS AND UPDATES
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The Lincoln Links program was really valuable to 
me while I completed my last year of university. I 
was partnered with a mentor who was relevant 
to my career aspirations, and was able to meet 
with her numerous times over the course of 
four months. The entire process was really easy 
and I was comfortable to practice interview skills, 
receive feedback on my CV and hear advice from 
my mentor because the program was set up with 
students in mind. I recommend Lincoln Links 
to anyone who wants start their professional 
networking in Adelaide. – Meredith Dowling

Lincoln Links has helped me decide what post 
graduate degree I want to pursue, and has given 
me an insight into the different types of work 
environments available after I graduate. Having a 
contact in the field really opens up internship and 
possibly even career opportunities, and offers you 
an understanding of the field that you don’t gain 
at uni. – Samantha Godakumbura

We are running Lincoln Links again in 2019 – if 
you are interested in being involved as a mentor, 
please contact The Dean, Dr Jordan Bell, with 
details at jordan.bell@lincoln.edu.au.

Mentoring Program for 
senior residents
In 2018 we started the Lincoln Links mentoring 
program for residents in their third year or 
above at Lincoln. It’s been a fantastic success. 
We recognise how competitive the job market 
has become for graduates and we wanted to 
focus on giving Lincoln residents an edge over 
other applicants. Participants were matched 
with a professional mentor in their industry, who 
supported them with information to guide them 
into a successful transition to the workforce. 

As the coordinator of the program I was so 
thrilled and grateful at the generous spirit with 
which mentors, both alumni and non-alumni, 
stepped forward to mentor our senior residents. 
The maturity and engagement demonstrated by 
our residents in interacting with their mentors 
was also impressive. Mentors worked with 
residents using a 3-2-1 structure – three coffees, 
two reviews of application/CV and a mock job 
interview, and one professional introduction to 
keep their networking going. This program saw 
nine senior residents connect with mentors from 
seven different industries to get themselves 
ready to work this year.
Images:
[Centre] Lincoln student leaders learn about Teamwork with True North Leadership [Top Right]: Lincoln’s Senior Academic & 
Dentistry tutor, Shanaya S., hosted a networking panel for Dentistry students. Lincoln Alumni Dr Dave Power, Dr Bing Yap and 
Dr Jishnu Sreedaran attended to speak with current residents about succeeding in their studies and future career paths.

PROFESIONAL 
MENTORING PROGRAM 



5. We thought the last day of uni holidays called   
 for an adventure! Huge shout out to Waitpinga Farm  
 Quad Bike Adventures for being such awesome tour  
 guides – we’ll be back!
6. Open Day! Lincoln welcomed lots of prospective  
 residents and their families to learn about life at Lincoln. 
7. To celebrate International Women’s Day, we looked at  
 the stories of some of the worlds most inspiring women.  
 Then we made cards for the inspiring woman in our own  
 lives to thank them for all that they have done for us; 
8. That’s a wrap. A big day of filming at Lincoln for  
 upcoming year with all the enthusiastic residents.  
 Thanks to the residents for being so helpful.
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LIncoln College has always been the portal to fun, friendship, networking, and opportunities. Together 
we represent all kinds of activities, and joining one is the best way to make the most out of it.

Images: 
1.  A group of Lincolnites helped out at Zambreros Meal  
 Packing Day to feed children in the Philippines. An  
 outstanding number of nearly 62,000 meals were packed!
2.  Some of our residents taking a break from pre-SWOTVAC  
 studies by cosying up to a bonfire with homemade hot  
 chocolate & s’mores in the backyard of Whitehead;
3.  Lincoln Residents got together on Wednesday night in 
 their academic cohorts for some team-building in the  
 Common Room. Using everyday items, the teams were  
 challenged to build towers, bridges, paper-planes and  
 more, in a competition against each other; 
4.  Several of our residents have gone out of their way to  
 support a variety of charities including blood donations,  
 raising thousands of dollars for those in need. 
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A Big Thank You!
Each year Lincoln celebrates the donors, 
volunteers and residents who have contributed 
to the culture and events that make Lincoln the 
amazing place it is. The Dean paid tribute to 
those who volunteer their time and expertise 
to the college at the recent Thank You Drinks 
event.

In particular, Jordan highlighted the invaluable 
contribution of the Lincoln College Board and 
the College Club to the life of the college.

THANK YOU 
FOR BEING WITH LINCOLN
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Images:
1.  RAs, ATs and Volunteers: Ella Bertolus, Brianna Webber,  
 Emily Lee, Adrian Orenstein, Dimple Bhatia, Megan  
 Lewcock, Chloe Maroske
2.  Lisie Dodds, Robbi Davidson, Shaun Teh, Alesha Hanneman
3.  Mithma Ekanayake, Sagar Elangovan, Adrian Orenstein
4.  Nathan Lee [Senior Residential Advisor], Kim Boxall [Board  
 Member], Linda Bastick [Previous Principal], Dr  Jordan Bell  
 [Dean of Students] 
5.  Justin Ripper [President of LCAA and donor], Greg Agnew  
 [Alumnus], Deb Agnew [Alumnus] 
6. Raelene Emmanuel, Jaewon Kim, Georgina Duncan  
 [Residential Advisor]
7. Andrew Smith [Life Member and donor], Robert Smith  
 [Alumnus], Jane Smith [Life Member and donor]
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Vale
We would like to pay tribute to Lincolnites 

who have passed on, may they rest in peace. 
Our sympathies go to the family and friends 

who have lost their loved ones.

Gregor Allen Ramsey AM [1936-2018]  
Graham Fricker AM [1932-2019] 

Dr Neville Arthur Langsford [1941-2019]

Has Lincoln had a positive effect on your 
life? If so, we would love to hear your 
story and share it with residents. Use your 
experiences to impact and inspire others on 
their Lincoln journey. Share your stories with 
images at admin@lincoln.edu.au.

You can also get a summary of the most 
happening updates in Licoln Social Media 
platforms including Facebook, Instagram, 
LinkedIn or YouTube!

Have your details 
changed?
Letting us have your up-to-date contact 
details means that we can keep you 
informed about the latest news fromLife at 
Lincoln and of course invite you to special 
College events.

If you’ve moved, changed your name or got 
a new email address then let us know.

You can update your details online at 
lincoln.edu.au/alumni/update/

storiesTELL US YOUR

#MyJourneyAtLincoln

Annual Appeal 
Your annual gift of any size supports Lincoln 
to continue to flourish as a “place like home” 
for so many students into future years. There 
are many ways you can provide this valuable 

support, through; donations, pledges and 
gifts, a bequest in your will, your time and 

experience as a mentor or committee member 
– we welcome and value all your support.

This year our Annual Appeal is entirely 
focussed on improving access to college 

through Scholarships and Bursaries. Please 
consider Lincoln as tax-time rolls around.

Donations 
We are constantly looking to improve the 

facilities and lives of our residents and your 
support helps us to do this. Your donation will 

be valued no matter how large or small. 
To donate online, please visit 
lincoln.edu.au/donations

Online Store! 
After several alumni called out for customised 

branded Lincoln College wear, we launched 
an online store and produced a clothing 

range that was designed and selected with 
help from our students. This official Lincoln 

clothing is comfortable and good quality, 
designed specifically to reflect what the 

Lincoln stands for. To order and customise 
your t-shirts, hoodies, vests, jackets and other 

merchandise visit here. 
lincoln.edu.au/online-store



Open Days 
August 16-18, 2019 | Lincoln College

We understand that not everyone has the opportunity to visit the College in August on Open Days, 
so we are hosting a series of road trips to meet with prospective residents and parents. If you know 
someone who is interested to learn about what Lincoln has to offer, why not ask them to come 
along to one of these events. They will have the opportunity to meet with Dr Paul Tosch, the Head 
of College/CEO.

Also, if you’re heading to the any of these events, we’d love to see you too. Make sure you pop in to 
our stand, say hi to Paul and let us know what you’re up to.

We look forward to meeting you at one of these venues!

 Western Victorian Careers Expo 
 June 25, 2019 | Wimmera Events Centre, Longerenong, VIC 

 The Alice Springs Show 
 July 5-6, 2019|Blatherskite Park, Alice Springs

 Katherine Show 
 July 19-20, 2019|Katherine, NT

 Riverland Field Days 
 September 13-14, 2019 | Riverland Events Centre, Field Day Drive, Barmera, SA

 York Peninsula Field Days 
 September 24-26, 2019 | Paskeville, SA LiveatLincoln


